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Welcome to the Paul Brunton Philosophical Foundation
This Website serves as the online resource for Paul Brunton’s extraordinary
wisdom-teachings. We are dedicated to assisting you in your spiritual quest
and have designed this site to aid you with your journey.
About Paul Brunton (PB)
Paul Brunton (1898-1981) is that rarest of humans: a sage. Born in London, his mystical and occult sensitivity soon led him East, first to India and
Egypt, and then around the world. Blending his own inner inquiry with ancient traditions and contemporary teachings, PB developed a philosophy
designed to suit the 21st century yet steeped in the greatest wisdom and love provided to humankind—the Wisdom of Pure Mind and the Love of our
own Higher Self.
A lifetime of both inner and outer research enabled Paul Brunton to bring the secret teachings of the East to the West and to make them
understandable to the heart, mind, and soul. PB, as he liked to be called, uncovered the spiritual truths flowing through all religions and
philosophies. His writings provide spiritual seekers of all faiths, as well as independent thinkers, a guide full of beauty and grace that will carry them
forward in their quests to reach that greatest of all treasures, their own Higher Self, soul or Overself. Go to Frequently Asked Questions to discover
ways to put this living wisdom into your life. more >>
About the Teachings
For people who are drawn to these spiritual practices, a careful, conscious study of The Notebooks of Paul Brunton will provide you with all of the
tools you need for a daily—and lifelong—practice of spiritual seeking.
"It was my mission to launch many readers on this quest, but to travel no farther with them. It was their part to find their way to personal teachers, to
congruent teachings, and continue the quest with them." - Paul Brunton
Click here for Free Searchable Complete Notebooks >>

Five Central Ideas of Paul Brunton's Writings:
•
•
•
•
•

Mind Alone
World-Mind
Overself
Philosophy
Mentalism

Featured Publications from our Store:
1. A Search in Secret Egypt (SSE)
2. Notebooks
Random Paul Brunton Daily Quote
" Those who practise contemplation for its own sake are entitled to do so, but those who practise it for the inspiring and enriching of their
outside active life are equally justified." MORE...

The Wisdom of the Overself – Definitive Edition
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A refined edition of The Wisdom of the Overself, including corrections that PB
had indicated but that have never made it into print, plus several other
enhancements, is far along the way toward completion. We are thrilled that
one of our most skilled editors has been working on this project. Richard
Nowogrodzki has completed 10 chapters, going through the existing work for
errors, of which there are several.
PB wrote koans for each chapter of The Wisdom, and these will
appear along with the text for the first time. We also plan to include in context
some references to the text that he made in later writings, several of which
were published in The Notebooks. There is also the idea of including a few
quotes from The Notebooks that relate to the content of each chapter. We
hope also to include a synopsis of mentalism, either as a digest of PB’s own
words taken from The Hidden Teachings Beyond Yoga, or perhaps as an
original essay written for the book.
We are very pleased that this text is approaching fruition. Among the
early books of PB it is the most ambitious project to reprint, yet still we have
chosen it as the first because it is such an important one. We see it as laying
out the foundation of Cosmic Mentalism, and along with meditation, really as
showing forth the cornerstone of PB’s grand philosophic vision.
And we do see this one book as the cutting edge of a far larger
project, that of bringing all of the early books not only to current print under
their rightful publisher, but into print with important changes incorporated.
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“This seeming nothingness is the secret basis of the whole
universe’s existence, the original source whence it emerges,
the last refuge whither it retreats. IT is the first and last of
all things, the Nought and the All, the only enduring
reality whose presence Nature is always hinting at but never
disclosing. Its infinitude is unutterable, its existence
immutable and, to earthly sense, its mystery
impenetrable.” Wisdom of the Overself, chap: Unveiling of Realilty, para #46

Don’t Forget – the small books of PB are “5 for $15”
The Foundation has been offering the three small books, all collections of PB’s writings from
The Notebooks -- What is Karma, Meditations for People in Crisis and Meditations for People
in Charge, at the special low charge of 5 for $15. You may select any combination of the 3.
All monies from these sales will go to our reprint fund. This will assure that these books stay in
print. We are doing this simply in order to share the philosophic vision PB and Anthony
inspired us to make available to others. Indeed, they indicated it was the most important
undertaking of our worldly life. So share them with whomever you wish. Or, if you prefer
PBPF to give the books out on your behalf, we will also be happy to do that. We can make
books available in various settings (schools, libraries, hospitals, etc.) for different audiences,
as we do with the Karma book and prisons. We are also happy to report that we will be
producing more small books as time goes by. See enclosed order form.

“Those who are searching for truth are only a small number but still they are a
growing number. Each of us may repay our own obligation by saying the right
word at the right time, by lending or giving the right book to the truth-hungry
person.” - PB cat. 2. Chap. 8, # 157

the late Devon Cottrell Holmes
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Paul Brunton Archival Project
Did you know that PB personally bound his own philosophic research into 86 volumes (and there is much more)? And, did
you know that the Archival Project for Paul Brunton’s 75,000 writings and papers has begun? It has been thirty years since
the writings of Paul Brunton arrived at Wisdom’s Goldenrod. As we age, and as the materials themselves age, the need for
full and proper archiving of this treasure-house becomes ever more evident, and ever more urgent. Presently a small team
of volunteers has begun the extraordinary task of inventorying, digitalizing and cleaning all of PB’s materials and personal
items.
To date we have found that there are:
75,297 pages of writings and research volumes, of which

Our overall goal is twofold:
1 first, to digitize all important materials for
personal and scholarly accessibility and
possible future publication and;
2 second, to place the collection in a protected
archival environment.

7,544 pages are of the PB’s Idea series, of which 40% has
been published in The Notebooks;
12,463 pages of Travel, Interview and Book Notes, Early
Writings and Titled Items;
8,239 pages of carbons from typed writings (to be compared
to the Ideas series); and
46,136 pages of bound philosophic research volumes

These tasks will require a lot of volunteer time, the assistance of paid and unpaid staff and professionals, and considerable
tangible resources (like computer storage space and archival supplies).
The 86 personally-bound research volumes, some of which are hand-typed, are materials that PB felt were most important
to preserve from his extensive worldwide investigations and travel; indeed, he traveled everywhere with these special texts.
Handling these materials, one feels and sees the immense effort and fusion of ideas that he manifested for all of our sakes.
These volumes are a testament to all he sought and brought, along with his rich experience and profound revelation, to a
new synthetic philosophic vision. Yet, he states in The Notebooks that he is only a pioneer.

“No ordinary human is likely to acknowledge the service which the Masters have rendered
to them, but that does not make the service less substantial nor the debt less real.”
PB edited quote found amongst his news clippings: (Box 1, Folder 9, Miscellaneous Clips)

Beyond all his direct writings and research volumes, there
are over 1200 photographs, numerous artifacts and
personal items, PB’s personal library, and five boxes of
newspaper clippings and inspired writings by others.
These PB saved also over all of his years of travel. What
we are finding in the ‘Clip’ boxes includes: articles on
psychology, writing, health, diet, extant religions, new
religions, physical exercises, meditation, etiquette,
science, world figures, artists, spiritual teachers and
philosophers. No doubt these papers will have historical
significance for future generations, for scholars and
seekers of all faiths and allegiances, and, perhaps, for
seers such as PB as well.
We have been consulting with two Cornell University
departments – Preservation, and DCAPS (Digital
Consulting and Production Services) -- to determine the
best method for maintaining the collection, for scanning
documents, for creating PDF digitized files for future
publications, and for developing metadata search engines
for materials to be accessible in varying online formats.
Professional specialists from Cornell have expressed
excitement and keen interest in this highly specialized
project, stating that this is the most interesting collection
they have seen.

Here is a slightly reduced (the original is 4” by 6”) scan of a page of
PB’s own typing, from one of tens of thousands he kept. Scanning
represents a vital first step in preserving PB’s work and ideas for the
future.

Our wish list includes:
donations in any amounts, volunteer typists, proofreaders,
technical support, fundraisers, writers, scanners, scan
checkers, indexers and scholars.
If you are interested in helping in any way, please contact
Susan Lee-Meeder (614-305-5699), Project Coordinator.
An overall plan is being designed with workflows and
budgetary needs. We will keep you apprised of ongoing
developments. Susan is also happy to answer any questions
you may have, or to direct them, as appropriate, to others.

This team is now developing recommendations for the
overall management for this project, with cost and
generated income streams scenarios.
A Steering Committee has been established with members
of both the Wisdom’s Goldenrod (our sister organization)
and PBPF boards which will carefully evaluate how and
where all these materials can be best accessed, preserved
and hosted.
It is special boon of our lifetime to share in this rare
responsibility to tend well to all of PB’s material and
spiritual legacy for future generations and the world. After
the successful publication of The Notebooks here is the
next monumental task before us.
We hope you will join us in whatever way you can.

Perpetual Calendar
The Foundation is entering a new sort of venture in marrying PB’s words with exquisite images from the world of nature he
loved so well, thanks to the extraordinary gifts of Classic Vision Photography’s Haji Mahmood. Our first such pairing of the
philosophical with visual beauty is a positively enchanting small hard-bound “perpetual calendar”, and here is how it came to be. Haji’s
first communiqué fell upon a desk at the Foundation on the first day of spring, telling us how he was profoundly moved by PB’s writing,
and wished to offer his work for any collaboration we could think of.
“His work” turned out to be a library consisting of thousands upon thousands of absolutely brilliant nature photographs. He
had recently completed a coffee table book for a popular celebrity, pairing words and photos. His 86 year old aunt was looking it over
with him, and told him what a beautiful and accomplished work it was. “But these really should be quotes by Paul Brunton,” she
exclaimed! It was not difficult to convince him to track us down.
In that first email to us, Haji mentioned that he offered thanks to PB every morning in his meditation on his sunrise rock.
When we heard that and saw his extraordinary work, we knew we would be working together with him.
Our first collaboration with Haji is the perpetual calendar. It is weekly, so there are 52 breathtaking pairs of images and
quotes. The calendar is not tied to any one year (no days of the week matched to the numbers), so birthdays, anniversaries and
special days can be marked and referred to year after year. The Metropolitan Museum of Art and the National Gallery of Art have
been producing this style of calendar for decades. The PB version is bound to be more beautiful than either!
The calendars will be in hand by mid November. While they are offered as an item for sale, they are also a fundraiser. We
are especially grateful to all those who responded to our advance pledge and allowed this project to go through!
The calendars will make terrific holiday gifts. Here is a way to send PB’s ideas and vision off into the world cloaked in a new
raiment of beautiful visuals that may be more widely accessible than a book of text alone. At the same time, one can help support the
many projects the Foundation has on the docket, that can be seen throughout this newsletter. And finally, one can save a few holiday
shopping steps – all from the comfort of your own home.
The calendars are being offered 5 for $100, 15 for $300, etc. They can be paid for by check or with credit card. See
enclosed form. And be sure to keep one for yourselves… maybe record everyone’s sun degree… they really are beautiful! Below is a
sample page.

The Prison Project
You can put a book a week in the hands of a prisoner for $16.00 a month!
The Prison Project has been an inspiration to everyone associated with it since the PBPF began giving PB books, especially What is
Karma, to prisoners who ask for them, in 1998. Incarcerated men and women write letters of request that break the heart of those
who read them, and letters of gratitude that are extraordinarily heartwarming. Some excerpts are included below.
More than 27,000 copies of ‘Karma’ have been given away to date. Often prisoners request another PB book, and when money
permits, these requests are honored. About 2,000 other PB books have been sent thus far.
The project currently answers an average of 150 requests a month. It is, of course, only thanks to the very generous time and effort of
our valiant volunteers Peggy Fry Keating and Marie Holmes that these books find their mark. We must also acknowledge the efforts of
Paul Cash, who, while an informal volunteer, nonetheless logs many an hour and invaluable skills to make this project a success. The
Foundation extends deep gratitude to all three for their selfless efforts toward this important work.
One of PBPF’s key missions (and one of so many of us as individuals) is to take PB’s grand vision and guiding principles, and make
them available in the world to all who might be interested and who would find them helpful. When it comes to these many prisoners
who have clearly expressed their interest and are in such an obvious need of the support and help the books can offer, we find this a
right and good setting to place the books. What better theme could there be than establishing self-responsibility for one’s life, actions
and the consequences of these actions as well as finding guidance and inspiration for changing habits, thoughts, actions and lives, for
those who have had such anguish and distress and have often made terrible mistakes, harmful to others and themselves.
Many people turn their lives around as a result of the right philosophic material coming their way at the right time. Putting ‘Karma’ in
the hands of these prisoners surely has the potential to do just that, and it has been extraordinarily gratifying, on behalf of the entire
WG community and friends of Larson and PBPF, to hear the feedback from some who have received it. Here are two examples:
“…I want to start by saying thank you for sending me What is karma? by Paul Brunton. It has and will be dissected by me and my friends,
a group of us meet once a week to meditate, chant and practice some Buddhist rituals. I would call our groups a sangha but we open our
door to any religion or race (as long as they are open to change). We discuss all sorts of issues and last week we discussed karma. We
all have our views on it but this beautiful book you sent me will help us in ways that you could not imagine.
“Me and my group are all in prison and serving life or more… For some of us our only way to shed the guilt is to continually spread good
karma. The guilt is a gushing wound, karma is like slowly stitching it up and hopefully one day it will heal, the scar will never fade but good
karma does stop the constant suffering and the book that you sent us is just what we needed.” Coalinga, Calif
“I recently received the book ‘What Is karma’ from you. Thank you so much. Its so enlightening and inspirational. I share quotes from the
book from here in prison with my daughter on the outside. The book gives us both something to converse about…” Florence, AZ

In contributing to support the Prison Project and keep it alive, some donors choose to keep pace with the program, and give on a
monthly basis. It costs only $555 a month to keep up with current requests. The office is set up to easily accommodate this kind of
useful and generous giving. Thanks to the benefit of the volunteers, a book can land in the hands of a prisoner for a total cost,
shipping and handling included, of $3.70. So for a gift of about $20 per month, a donor can offer a book a week plus. It makes a lot of
sense, as the project is ongoing, week-in week-out, month-in month-out. Others, of course, help keep the project on course with one
time or occasional gifts to the Foundation, earmarked for the project, and these are always welcome. It is amazing that so much can
be accomplished for just under $7,000 a year, and that is what this program currently costs. We urge you to consider a monthly or
traditional gift, and to be generous to this worthy cause. It cannot happen without you!

A true power will inform the hands of those who will act at the behest of the god within,
whose daily admonishment to you is: “Go out and live for the welfare of all the Light
you find in the deep recesses of your own heart.” PB, cat. 20, chap 4, # 308

CIRCLES OF LIGHT

(12-2-2010)

The Paul Brunton Philosophic Foundation (PBPF), which holds many of Paul Brunton’s original works, the Notebooks and
the full body of his unpublished works, has established three major ways that gifting can occur to ensure the perpetuity of
bringing the vision of Paul Brunton and like minded philosophers into our world and to future generations.

Illuminating the Ways (Lighting up the path)
Unrestricted Annual Gifts to support the areas of the Foundation’s greatest needs. Gifts may include Honorary or Memorial gifts
of any amount to recognize an individual and the donor’s shared commitment to the advancement of the Philosophic teachings.

Radiating the Light (Altruistic service gifts)
Dedicated Gifts/Pledges earmarked for specific projects, including:

•
•
•
•
•

New Publications Fund – to enable the printing of new material from the unpublished writings of Paul Brunton and
to encourage the work of new authors so that the Ideas are kept alive and his vision continues into the future.
Prison Project Fund – What is Karma is sent free to prisoners asking to receive his book; other books are sent
when requested and as possible.
Reprint Fund – Our cost for each book sold is returned to the Reprint Fund to meet future reprinting needs.
Archival Fund – Keyboarding all of PB’s writings into a usable searchable form and to ensure preservation.
PBPF Book Gift Project – Books are donated world-wide to spiritual study centers and libraries.

Emanating the Light (Flowing forth to future generations)
PBPF Future Funds (Dedicated or General Fund Gifts) to ensure the perpetuity of PBPF’s dissemination of the Philosophic
Teachings worldwide. Named funds offer a meaningful opportunity to convey your most deeply held values. Such funds may be
named to honor or memorialize one’s own life, a family member or a very special person such as a beloved teacher or they may be
anonymous and unnamed.
You make the personal decision for a one time significant gift or to pledge a continuing gift through trusts, wills, bequests, etc., to
benefit projects and the ongoing work of the Foundation. These gifts are held in the PBPF Future Funds. The assets are invested and
gradually add value over time while using the net income to support specific projects, capital improvements or for meeting the greatest
needs of the Foundation.

“If ideas, truths, knowledge of enormous importance to the human race, as well as a
way of life founded upon them, are not to vanish from the world altogether, a few men
and women here and there must carefully preserve them and lovingly nurture them.”
PB, cat. 17, chap. # 192

Paul Brunton Philosophic Foundation Gift and Order Form
Donation
Enclosed is :

_____ a check or money order made payable to Paul Brunton Philosophical Foundation (or)
_____ please bill my credit card for my

one-time tax deductible donation to the Paul Brunton Philosophic Foundation
in the amount of: $________.____
(or) I would like to continue to support the work of the Paul Brunton Philosophic Foundation with a monthly
donation. Please charge my credit card $________.___ per month.

5 for $15.00

Perpetual Calendar

I would also like to take advantage of the “5 for $15.00” offer.
Put together sets of 5 from the following:

____ 5 calendars for $100.00

Book titles
Meditations for People in Charge
What is Karma?
Meditations for People in Charge

(or )

Total number of sets

__ General Fund
__ New Publications
Fund
__ Prison Project
__ Reprint Fund
__ Archival Project
__ PBPF Book Gift
Fund

____ 15 calendars for $300.00

quantity
____
____
____

(of 5)

Please designate
my donation to:

________ calendars for $__________ ($20.00/each)
To pay by check or credit card, see below
$______.__

subtotal (#of sets at $15.00/each)

$______.__

New York State residents add 8% sales tax ($1.20 per set)

$______.__

Book Grand Total

$______.__
Image from calendar

Donation Total

$__________.__

Book Purchase Total

$__________.__

Perpetual Calendar Total

$__________.__

Grand Total

$__________.__ (one time or 1st monthly donation + book and/or calendar purchase)

Name

_____________________________________________

Credit Card Info:
Card Type

_______________________________

Credit Card Number

_______________________________

Exp. Date

__________

City, State, Zip_________________________________________

Security code

_________ (3-4 digit number on back of card)

Country _____________________________________________

Address _____________________________________________

Mail or phone with check or credit card info to:

Email

_____________________________________________

The Paul Brunton Philosophic Foundation
4936 Rte. 414, Burdett, NY 14841, USA
PHONE (607) 527-7342

Phone

_____________________________________________

___ I would like to be added to your mailing list
___ I would like to be added to your email list

From the website…
The “Frequently Asked Question” link from the home page includes sections with replies from PB’s own writings, as well as
answers by students who knew him. There are also recollections of discussions with him by students.
Here is a single example of a question and four of the 14 paragraphs by PB that are included as answers. Do go click the
link to delve right into intriguing explorations of philosophic issues.
Q:

What is the place of compassion and service in this work?

A’s:

Make it a matter of habit, until it becomes a matter of inclination, to be kind, gentle,
forgiving, and compassionate. What can you lose? A few things now and then, a
little money here and there, an occasional hour or an argument? But see what you
can gain! More release from the personal ego, more right to the Overself's grace,
more loveliness in the world inside us, and more friends in the world outside us.(P)
(Notebooks 2.5.12)
Each person who brings more truth and goodness, more consciousness and balance into her or his own small
circle brings it into the whole world at the same time. A single individual may be helpless in the face of global
events, but the echoes of echoes of inspired words and deeds, presence and thoughts may be heard far from that
person in place and time. (Notebooks 20.1.200)
The mark of true goodness is, first, that it never by thought, word, or deed injures any other living creature; second,
that it has brought the lower nature under the bidding of the higher; and third, that it considers its own welfare not in
isolation but always against the background of the common welfare. (Notebooks 6.1.361)
When you discover that the same Overself dwells in your enemy as in your own heart, how can you ever again
bring yourself to hate or injure another? (Notebooks 6.2.126)

Photographs from “the Gallery” section of the website, where hundreds
of images can be found. There are photographs of PB as well as those
he himself took during his travels.

Ramana Maharshi and PB

Pearl Mosque in Delhi

